
Seabird Risk Management Plan F.V. Corsair 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Owner: 

Skipper: 

Vessel Type: 

Call Sign: 

Port of Reg: 

Length (LOA): 

Size (GRT): 

Hold Capacity: 

Tony Roach 

Les Eves/Tony Roach 

Stern Trawler 

ZM6960 

Nelson 

22m 

76.2 

950 cases/30T 

This Vessels Warp Mitigation Device 

 
 

Vessel Specific Procedures 
 

Seabird  

Capture 

Information 
 

 

Capture =taken 

alive/injured or 

drowned/dead 

 

Often fishing operations and seabirds overlap.  Numbers & species of seabirds depends on, time 

of year, region and fishery. Offal & fish waste discharged and fish in the trawl attract seabirds to 

feed in areas which increases the risk of capture:  
 

1. Offal, fish waste and discards enter the warp danger zone in the path of the warp; then 

birds feeding get struck by the warp, or fly into the warp 

   

2. When  hauling or shooting, fish in the trawl or stickers left in meshes cause birds to dive 

into the trawl net, or get tangled in meshes and drown 

 

 

Event/Action Problem Management Procedure 

Offal/fish waste 

discharge  

Attracts  greater 

numbers of birds 

closer to vessel & 

 fishing gear 

Gut offal into bins (tip-out when not towing or away from path of warps) 

When possible, reduce the amount of time offal & fish waste is in the warp 

danger zone (hold & discharge at intervals when towing) 

 

Warp Strike 

 

Caught by sprags   

Birds stuck by  

starboard warp 

Whip sprags, wrap splices and keep splices away from the water surface 

Deploy starboard warp deflector windy buoy (Seabird  warp scarer) 

Avoid placing offal fish waste into the path/line of the warps 

 

Net Captures 

 

Birds dive into the 

trawl or tangle in 

meshes 

Don’t discharge offal/fish waste when hauling & shooting 

Remove fish stickers from the trawl-net prior to shooting 

Minimise the time the trawl gear is near or on the surface 

 

Handle/Release 

Birds Alive 

-Net captures 

-Injury from bird- 

bite 

Make every effort to ensure birds are handled carefully  & released alive  

Use gloves &  eye protection,  big birds can inflict a nasty bite 

 

Reporting 
Non compliance 

with regulations 

Report all captures in, Non-Fish Protective Species Catch Return (NFPSCR) 

Return captures to the sea (unless otherwise  instructed by MFish observer) 

 

  Information Lack of knowledge Carry onboard - Protected Species Handbook for Inshore Vessels 

Multiple Capture 
Incident 

management 
Call or text- John Cleal – 021 305825 - for advice 

 


